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1 
The purpose of this paper is to give evidence to the considerations of an 
early announcement of this author [9], concerning the category of (com- 
plex) vector bundles over a given topological space X, usually compact 
Hausdorff, where the “coefficients” of the bundles involved are taken from 
a suitable (complex) topological algebra A instead of the field @ of com- 
plex numbers. The need for such an extension of the classical theory of 
(complex) vector bundles has been evidenced, for instance, even from the 
part of applications to quantum physics (see, e.g.. [ 151 or [ 161). 
Now, the notion of an A-vector bundle, or simply A-bundle, has already 
been given in [7], with A being a locally m-convex (topological) algebra 
(we refer to [ 1 l] and/or [6] for the basic theory of this class of algebras). 
Namely, given a local!,* m-comes algebra A \tYth an identity, element and 
a (Hausdorff) topological space X, by a (“continuous,” viz. topological) A- 
vector bundle over X (cf. [7, Definition 2.2, p. 4621) one means a triple 
(E, rr, X), with rr: E + X being a continuous map, whose fiber E, = 7c ‘(.u), 
.Y E X, is a projective .finitely generated (left) A-module, in such a way that 
the standard “local triviality” conditions are satisfied [7, p. 46O.[f]. Thus, 
an A-bundle < = (E. rr, X) looks locally like a product U x M. with U being 
a “small enough region” of X and M an object of the category Y(A) 
(: finitely generated projective (left) A-modules). In this respect, one also 
speaks of an A-oector bundle or rank II, with n E N, in case the respective 
fiber 7c ‘(x), x E X, is a (finitely generated) projective A-module of rank n 
(cf. [2, p. 1121). As a consequence, the respective “structure group” of 5 is 
the group Aut &i( M) of all A-automorphisms of M. 
Now, the “fiber type” M of the A-bundle < as above is further 
canonically made into a locally convex A-module, and this independently of 
the way one considers it as a direct summand of A”, for some n E N (cf. [7. 
* The present paper (together with its sequel “Continuous ~‘ector bundles over topolopical 
algebras, II”. to appear) has been dedicated to Professor H.-G. Tillmann on the occasion of 
his 60th birthday on September 30. 1984. 
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Lemma 1.2. p. 4571 1; we call this topology of AI the cwzonic~ul ropok~,y~, [ 7. 
Definition 1.11. In particular, the same topology is the only one making :\I 
a (Frkchet) locally convex A-module in case of a FrCchet algebra A. More 
precisely, one has (cf. also [ 10, Lemma 4.11. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A he a Frt;cllet locail~. m-conw.~ algebra ,t,ith un iden- 
tit?? element and M a ,/initelJt generated projectire G-module. Then, 101~’ 
HausdorJf barrelled locally conz’e.v A-modltle topology on M coincides wit/r 
the canonical topolog!, on it, being thus uniqurl~~ defined. indeprndentl~~ c?f’ the 
I~YIJ’ ~l’r consider M us a,f;initelJ, generated A-module. In purticular. M is thus 
made, in qffect. into N FrPchet locull~~ conw.~ A-mothde. 
Proof: We first observe that erlrf>. topolog!, on 44 jbr l\hicA it is u 
topological A-module n&es NIZJ’ realization of’ hl, us a $nitel?> generated 
(Iqft ) A-module, continuous, i.e.. any A-linear map of the form 
for some II E N, is continuous I in effect. for every topological algebra A ). 
Namely. if t-v’,), *,>,, is a set of generators of Al. the assertion is an 
immediate consequence of the hypothesis on the topology of :2f and the 
fact that 4 is given by 
with a = (u, . . . . . LI,, ) E A” (even “separate continuity” of the “exterior 
operation” A x A4 -+ M would suffice). Now. by applying the open-mapping 
theorem. one concludes that d, is c1 .strict morphism (i.e.. the sequence ( 1.1 ) 
is “topologically exact;” cf. [3, Proposition 2. p. 2991). Thus. one gets 
A” :ker 4 2 .V, (1.3) 
within an isomorphism of topological A-modules, the topology of the first 
member of ( 1.3) being, by definition (cf. [7, ( 1.3). p. 454, Lemma 1.2, 
p. .557]), the canonical topology of M. Besides, under the same topology, 
&f is a closed subspace of A” [7, Lemma 1.1. p. 455, Lemma 1.2, p. 4571. 
which actually yields the last assertion of the lemma and this finishes the 
proof. i 
Thus, in other words, given u Frt;chet locall?% m-cortex algehru A with un 
identit!? element and a @ireI!* generated projective A-module Al, the 
canonical topology, on M [7] is the unique FrPchet (uctually HuusdoTff 
barrelled) locally corwex topolog!? on it making A4 a topological A-module. 
(In this respect, see also [7, comments following ( 1.3), p. 4551). 
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On the other hand, by considering the algebra End,(M) of all G- 
endomorphisms of an object M of b(A) as above, the relation 
End,(M) 5 End,(G”)z-M,(A), (1.4) 
for some no N, provides the same algebra with a locally m-convex 
topology, where the topology of M,( A ) ( n x n matrices with entries in A) is 
given by 
No := sup j(cl(.t.)), 
/%rl< I
(1.5) 
with cx = (aV)e M,(A) and .YE A”, such that 
D(s) := i: p(a,), ( 1.6) 
i= I 
for any s = x;=, aie, E A”, with (e,), $, Gn denoting the “canonical basis” of 
A”. and PE rfi, = {p), the latter being a fundamental family of sub- 
multiplicative seminorms defining the topology of the locally I??-convex 
algebra A. That is, one gets the following: 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A he a locull~~ mconres algebra with un dentit), 
element. Then, M,,(A) is made into a locally m-comex ulgehra, via the 
fi-rmilv of (suhmultiplicnti~~e ) semi-norm giwn 15). ( 1.5 ). 
Proqf See [IS, Theorem 2. I 1. 1 
In particular, the locally nz-convex algebra A as above will be eventually 
a Q-algebra. in the sense that its group A’ of invertible elements is an open 
subset of A. This property is. of course, always shared by a Banach 
algebra. Besides, it is the same property which contributes, in a fundamen- 
tal way, to the description of the “geometry” of A as this is reflected. for 
instance. by the study of the category A,(X) of all topological A-vector 
bundles over a given topological space X, the latter space being of the same 
homotopy type as the spectrum %1(A) of the given algebra A (see, e.g., 
C7, 81). 
On the other hand, the propert)’ qf being u topological algebra u Q- 
algebra is still retained his any matrix algebra qf the .form M,,(A), as in 
Lemma 1.2, in case the “algebra of coefficients” A has the same propert)* (cf. 
[7, Theorem 1.1, p. 4591 and/or [S, Theorem 2.11). The situation is further 
transferred to the algebra End.(M) of (1.4). a fact which is of importance 
for the “geometrical” considerations about the given algebra A as indicated 
above. More precisely, one gets. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let A be a locall~~ m-comes Q-algehru with an identit!, 
element, and A4 a .finitely generated projective A-module endo\k,ed with the 
canonical (local!,* comes A-module ) topolog>‘. Then, the (comp1tj.u) al~qehra 
considered as a topological subalgebra qf’ M,,( A ), for some n E N, is still a 
locally m-comex Q-algebra lcith an identit! element, being also a closed suh- 
algebra of M,,( A ). 
The preceding lemma improves the situation described by [7. 
Lemma 3.2, p. 4681. Its proof is based on Lemma 1.2 concerning the locally 
m-convex topology of the algebra End,(M), while the property of the lat- 
ter of being a Q-algebra is concluded by the same argument as in Ref. [7] 
above, so that we may omit the details. 
Now, a topological algebra A (with an identity element) is said to be a 
Waelbroeck algebra in case it is a Q-algebra (: its group A’ of invertible 
elements is an open set) having. moreover, a continuous inversion (the 
map ?I H .Y ~’ defined on A’) is continuous. 
In this respect, a locally m-convex Q-algebra with an identity element is 
a (locally m-convex) Waelbroeck algebra. given that a locally r?j-convex 
algebra with an identity element has always a continuous inversion (cf. [6. 
Chapt. I, Lemma 6.31). Thus, we can summarize the preceding two Lem- 
mas 1.1 and 1.2 into the following more compact form, by applying the lat- 
ter terminology of Waelbroeck algebras. as we shall do in the sequel. That 
is. we have 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a Waelbroeck ulgebra (locull~~ m-comes Q- 
algebra with an identity element), and A4 a finiteI?. generated prqjectitle (I@) 
A-module. Then, the (comp1e.u) algebras M,,(A). n E N, and End,(M) ure 
also Waelbroeck algebras. the latter being. in particular. u closed subalgebra 
qf’ the former \t*ith respect to the relatire topolog?>. 
Now, suppose we are given an A-vector bundle 5 = (E, n, X) over a 
topological space X, whose “algebra of coefficients” is a locally m-convex 
algebra A with an identity element. Thus. by considering a “trivializing 
covering” of X (see [7, (2.2), p. 460]), say {(U,, @,): u E I}, one gets by 
the respective “transition functions” the continuous maps 
dlp: U,n ull -, Hom.(M,. MB) 5 M,.,(A), (1.8) 
given by the relation 
4&) := 4fi..r L’ 4,:. s E Cl, r-7 up 
This is a consequence of [7, Lemma 2.2, p. 4641. 
(1.9) 
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On the other hand, the family (~5,~) satisfies, of course, the corre- 
sponding cocycle condition, i.e., one has 
for every x E U, n U, n U,, and any 2, /I, 7 in I. Hence, one has yet the 
relation 
d,,(*~) = id,we End,(M), (1.11) 
for any x E U, and tl E I (by an obvious abuse of notation we set in ( 1.11) 
M= M,). Now, it is clear by ( 1.9) that one obtains 
dy8(x) E Aut,(M) 5 GL(n, A 1, (1.12) 
for every x E U, n U,, where GL(n, A) stands for the group of the inver- 
tible elements of the algebra M,(A) (we have still set in ( 1.12) 
M,z M, E M; see also [7, (2.8), p. 4611). 
Conversely, given a G-cocycle {(U,, dmD) ), with G s GL(n, A) as above, 
one gets by applying standard arguments (: “clutching of bundles”; cf., for 
instance, [S, Theorem 3.2, p. 81) an A-vector bundle over X with transition 
functions the given ones. Thus, by considering isomorphism classes of the 
objects involved, one gets (see also [S, Theorem 3.6, p. lo]). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be u locally m-conaex algebra sith an identit?, 
element, and let @k(X) be the set of isomorphism classes of A-sector bundles 
of rank n over a topological space X. Moreover, let H’( X, G) be the set sf 
equinalence classes of G-cocyles on A’, u*here G is n given topological group. 
Then, one has 
@i(X) = H’( X, G), (1.13) 
within u bijection, where G E GL(n, A). 1 
In connection with the previous relation ( 1.13), see also [7, Theorem 6.1, 
p. 4881, where the algebras involved are, in effect, Waelbroeck (locally m- 
convex) algebras in the sense described above, as this will also be the case 
below. On the other hand, the preceding theorem provides an equivalence 
version of [7, Lemma 2.2, p. 4641 in the sense that continuous coordinate 
A-oector bundles ooer a topological space X can ahr,ays be defined, for anJ 
locally m-convex algebra A having an identit>* element. Thus, within the 
present more general context of the standard theory of (continuous) vector 
bundles, completeness at least of the “domain of coefficients” (the 
topological algebra A) is not, in &fact, necessar~~ hitherto. Besides, see also 
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[7. (4.73). p.4831 as it concerns the role of “rlr-convexity” of the algebra G. 
involved. 
We continue in this section by examining certain algebraic properties of 
the category g.%(X) of A-vector bundles over a given topological space X. 
The results obtained constitute, in effect, a strengthened version of our 
previous considerations in 171. We first have the following lemma which is. 
in fact, independently, contained in an implicit way in the proofs of [ 1. 
Proposition I, p. 477. Theorem 2, p. 7801. As a matter of fact, the same 
lemma can be deduced from an early result of Kaplansky on “Q-rings” 
(cf. [4, Theorem 23, p. 171 I). On the other hand, it was actually some 
relevant comments in [ 12, p. 571 which led to our formulation of the same 
result in [9]. Thus, we have 
LEMMA 2. I. Let 0 he (I N’uelhroeck ( topological) rdgehra trnd E!,( A’. A ) 
the ( corrtplex) algebra qf’ continuous ,0-valued functions OH (I cornpuct spat’e 
X endobved with the topolog>s (~f’trnifarm comergence in A’. Then. %,,( X. 0 ) i.5 
a E’aelhroeck algrhrtr (IS ,~vll. 
Proqf: It is clear by definition of the topology u (uniform convergence 
in X) that %,,( .Y. A) is a topological algebra. Now. since the group A’ of 
invertible elements of ,0 is. by hypothesis, an open subset of 0. the set 
C/‘(.Y, A’)= ;fE%(‘Y? A‘):f(.Y)c/l’; =%,,(.kl A)’ (2.1) 
is an open subset of G4{,( .X, A ) being, in fact, its group of invertible elements. 
so that %,(X, A) is a Q-algebra. On the other hand. since by hypothesis 
“inversion in A is continuous.” the relation 
with Cl any open neighborhood of 1 in A’ yields that E,,(X. 0) still has 
“continuous inversion,” which together with (2.1) proves the asserion. 1 
The preceding permits now to put the whole stage in [7, Sect. 71 into a 
more natural setting, having as a main application the definition of the 
Chern character for objects of the category C?&(X) for suitable X, A. We 
suppose henceforth a detailed acquaintance with the respective con- 
siderations in [7, p. 49OJf], the present material aiming, in effect, at a sub- 
stantial technical improvement, hence a more natural setting, of that 
account. 
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Thus, suppose that X is a compact (Hausdorff) space and A a 
Waelbroeck (locally m-convex) algebra (with an identity element; hence- 
forth we shall simply refer to such an algebra as a R’uelbroeck algebra). 
Besides, denoting simply by %(X, A) the algebra appeared in Lemma 2.1, it 
has been proved in [7, Theorem 4.2, p. 48 1 ] that 
&&(x)=;P(%(x, A)). (2.3) 
within a category equivalence. Thus, &,(A’) is made into a locally conves 
category [7, (7.11), p. 490,492], while it is now a consequence of the same 
relation (2.3) that gA(X) is, in fact, a Waelbroeck category’, in the sense 
that, for every object (E, 7~. X) of &,(A’), the locally convex algebra End(E) 
(continuous endomorphisms of E), being isomorphic to the respective 
algebra of an object of .y(Y( X, A )) (cf. [ 7, (7.11) p. 492]), is a 
Waelbroeck algebra (Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 1.1). Therefore, the 
preceding, together with [7, Lemma 3.1, p. 466, Corollary 3.1, p. 4713, 
provide the following (an early announcement of it was already given 
in [9]). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and A a Waelhroeck 
algebra. Then, the category C?&(X) qf all (continuous) A-rector bundles over 
X is an additive pseudo-abelian W’aelbroeck categor)?. [ 
Thus, for any pair (p, q) of nonnegative integers and every “pair” (X, I’) 
of jinite Cl+‘-complexes, one defines the category 
By(x, Y) 
(cf. [7, (7.35), p. 4971). Therefore, by setting 
(2.4) 
Kg*(x, Y) := @ KyqX, I’) (2.6) 
p.qt z+ 
and “ignoring torsion,” one gets an isomorphism 
y@Q:K;,*(X, Y) @Q + K*.*(X, Y)@K*.*(A)@Q, (2.7) 
where one defines K*.*(X, Y) by (2.6) for A = @; furthermore, we also set. 
by detinition, 
K*.*(A) = Kf.*(pt., a), (2.8) 
with pt. denoting the one-point set. Thus, (2.7) defines, in fact, an 
isomorphism of K*.*( X, Y)-modules (see [7, (7.48), p. 5001) so that by 
considering the classical Chern character, denoted by ch, for elements of 
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the ring K*,*(X, Y) (cf. [S, Definition 3.24. p. 2833 I, one still defines a 
K*.*( X, I’)-module morphism 
ch,: K*.*(.l’. Y)-+ H*(X, Y; K*.*(A)@Q) ( 2.9 ) 
by the relation 
(2.10) 
We call the map (2.9) the Chew charucter (see also [7, Definition 7.1, 
p. 5011). 
We close the present discussion by only giving hints to a number of 
applications of the preceding material, within an improved context than the 
one already adopted in [S], this being. in fact, a consequence of 
Lemma 2.1 above. 
Thus, one can get an AtiyahhSinger Ides Theorem type of result, within 
the present generalized context, where now the vector bundles involved 
have their “coefficients” from a Waelbroeck algebra A as above the latter 
being, moreover, a complete locally tpz-convex C*-algebra (: inverse limit of 
(normed) C*-algebras) viz. a Waelbroeck C*-algebra. A detailed account 
thereon is contained in [8, Sect. lo]. On the other hand, Theorem 2.1 still 
provides an improvement of the relevant considerations, as this was also 
the case above, as it concerns the argumentation in [7]. 
Besides, by arguing in terms of a Waelbroeck C*-algebra, one further 
obtains a Hirzebruch-type ,formula referring to the (generalized ) “signature” 
of a smooth manifold X, where the vector bundles involved have now their 
“coefhcients” from the “generalized enveloping algebra” of the fundamental 
group n,(X) of the given manifold X, the latter algebra being, in effect. a 
Waelbroeck C*-algebra (cf. [S, Sect. 61. On the other hand. “homotopy 
type classification” of A-vector bundles over a given compact space X can 
also be obtained. when A is still a (complete) Waelbroeck algebra 
[S, Sect. 51. 
On the other hand, a differential geometric application of the preceding 
notion of A-vector bundles, concerning “Hermitian Differential Geometry” 
on A-vector bundles is systematically developed in [13]. The algebra of 
coefficients of the bundles considered is here again a (commutative) 
Waelbroeck C*-algebra with an identity element. In this respect, a suitable 
“Differential Calculus” for objects of the corresponding category 9( A ) is 
still valid (ibid.. or yet [ 141). 
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4. APPENDIX 
Theorem 1.2 in the preceding is, in effect, subsummed, according to 
classical patterns, into the following more general picture as this is given by 
the next. 
bMMA. Let A be a locally m-convex algebra with an identitJ7 element 
and tJ = (E, n, X, G) a principal G-bundle over a topological space X. In 
addition, suppose that 
p: G-+GL(n, A) (4.1) 
is any representation of the structure group G of the given bundle 5 (i.e., an 
action of G on (the locally convex space) A’). Then, there exists an A-vector 
bundle over X, that is, the A-vector bundle associated to the given principal 
G-bundle. 
Indeed, by considering the identification 
M,JA)?Ya(An, A”) (4.2) 
(cf. [7, (1.15), (1.18), (1.19), p. 458]), the representation p defines an action 
of G on the free (locally convex) A-module A”. Thus, by applying standard 
arguments, one constructs an A-vector bundle over X, whose total space is 
(the orbit space) 
E x G A” := (E x A”)/G, (4.3) 
and whose fiber is (homeomorphic to) A”; in this regard, cf., for example, 
[ 17, Vol. II, Proposition I, p. 198, p. 203, Sect. 5.6, p. 2031. 
Now, concerning the above lemma, it is clear that Theorem 1.2 
corresponds to the case G = GL(n, A) and the respective canonical action 
of G on A”. 
In this regard, the case we are interested in, next, is that of A-connections 
(in analogy and abstraction to the fundamental differential geometric 
notion). Among them flat and/or integrable A-connections play a particular 
r61e. Thus, one proves, for instance, that A-connections a/wa),s exist on a 
given A-vector bundle, for suitable A. However, this as well as related 
results will be the subject matter of a future publication. 
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